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results in terms of increased segregation of
The alternative explanation for our magnetic-susceptibility
late transition elements due to the presence of hydrogen is ruled out because the hydrogen concentrations used are below the "critical" concentration for that process. Some other alternatives mentioned by
results together
Bakonyi were already discussed in our paper. But taking the magnetic-susceptibility
with those of the temperature and magnetic-Beld dependence of electrical conductivity, we think that the
most consistent picture was the one given in our original paper.

In his Comment on our paper [Phys. Rev. B 41, 958
(1990)] Bakonyi is mainly concerned with those of our results pertaining to the magnetic susceptibility. He argues
that the observed low-temperature
upturn and its increase with hydrogen concentration can be explained in
terms of localized moments of magnetic impurities and
the increased segregation tendency of late transition elements due to the presence of hydrogen.
We think that the results and arguments which he
quotes, although correct for the systems he mentioned,
cannot be applied to our systems.
We take up Bakonyi's statements one by one.
(I} The statement that hydrogen can induce substantial
atomic rear rangements
which could lead to superparamagnetic Ni clusters in Zr-Ni glasses: The results he
invokes [i.e., A. Cziraki et al , J. Mag. n. Magn. Mater.
83, 360 (1990)] refer to Ni6oZr4o, while our system is
Ni33Zr67 that is to say a Zr-rich system. It is well known
(Ref. 16 in Bakonyi's paper and our Ref. 1) that the quantity of absorbed hydrogen is proportional to the Zr content because hydrogen atoms first occupy the tetrahedral
sites coordinated with four zirconium atoms. Beyond a
"critical" concentration hydrogen may cause a microphase separation. The very results of Cziraki et al. (mentioned above} confirm this because they have observed
the formation of magnetic clusters for hydrogen-to-metal
ratios greater than 0.97. It has to be noted that our maximum concentration in Ni33Z167 is 0.33, and at such low
concentration, we expect no clustering. This is confirmed
by the results of Zehringer et al. (Ref. 2) whose x-raydiffraction measurements on Ni24Zr76 with hydrogen concentration up to 0.46 show no changes which would point
to a phase separation into Zr-hydride and a Ni-enriched
alloy after hydrogen doping. The neutron diffraction experiments of Rodtnacq et al. (Ref. 3) on CusoTiso also
showed no effect of clustering for hydrogen concentration
up to 0.33, while the e6'ect has been observed for a higher
hydrogen concentration (0.84) (Ref. 16 in Bakonyi's paper).
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Even if the efFect of microclustering exists one %'ould
then expect a greater effect on the susceptibility in Zr-Ni
system than in Zr-Cu system, because Cu atoms carry no
magnetic moments, which is contrary to what we observe.
(2) As to the possible Fe impurities in the Zr-Cu system
Bakonyi quotes Refs. 10 and 13 which show that sometimes 1 at. % Fe produces the efFect of the lowtemperature upturn and sometimes even 2 at %does. not,
which he ascribes to difFerent cooling rates during
amorphization.
If such thermodynamic effects were present in our systems we would have observed similar behavior in the
ZrCu and ZrNi systems, since they were produced in an
identical way using the same Zr stock. It seems to us also
that any impurity (Fe, Co) would have produced similar
effects in ZrNi and ZrCu, but we observe that in fact
these systems behave very differently. To explain the results as one "spurious" effect in one system and as another "spurious" effect in the other is really quite farfetched.
There is a more quantitative argument, namely, that
from our magnetoresistivity data (Ref. 4) we can extrapolate He, (a phase-coherent field} to 5 =0 K and from the
intercept estimate the spin-scattering rate. This gives an
upper limit of ~ 1 ppm for possible magnetic impurities
concentration.
can
(3) We agree, of course, that the behavior of y,
be explained by invoking two diverse mechanisms using
an equation such as Bakonyi's Eq. (1) in his Ref. 12, but
this is not very helpful since the fitting parameter A reveals nothing pertaining to the microscopic origin of
these mechanisms.
(4) As we pointed out in our paper, the Stoner factor
—0. 35, which is very far
for our systems is of the order =
from 1. This is consistent with Batalla et al. (Ref. 5) who
=0. 35 and 0. 15 for NizoZrso and Cu6oZe4o, refound
spectively. They also found that A, sF is negligible in CuZr and small (&0. 1} in Ni-Zr for concentrations of Ni
less than 50 at. . Obviousl y, i f anythin g, th evalu eo f
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can only go down with hydrogen doping as has been explained in our paper (Ref. 4).
Concerning the value of for ZrH„, which Bakonyi ascalculations
sumes could be great, Papaconstantopoulos
(Ref. 6) show that it is -=0. 33, so we cannot see how this
could be a source of the scattering mechanism that Bakonyi suggests.
In conclusion, we may state that some of the alterna-

tive explanations offered may be viable. Indeed we have
examined most of them ourselves and even mentioned
some of them in our paper. But by taking all the results
together, the most consistent and logical picture we could
offer was the one given. Our research program will
shortly expand to other systems and we hope the results
will further clarify the behavior of these fascinating structures.
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